
What To Focus On
Before You Spend a

Single dime On
Advertising - From
Howard Jacobson's
"Leads Into Gold"

Program

M1 - mission

to provide value to other people

to improve your community

to improve the world

"marketing without caring for
your customers is a cynical,
lonely and incredible
expensive proposition"

defining your mission
(write it down)

1) How don't you want to be known?

2) How do you want to be known?

3) What impact do yu want to
have on the world?

4) What do you want your
customers to be able to
achieve thanks to you?

5) What do you want back
from your customers, in
addition to money?

6) What is most important to
you about your business, in
addition to money?

M2 - market

demographics

geography

affinity

groups

religion

sports team

profession

hobby

sociographics

age

education

social/economic class etc

psychographics

what are the most powerful
motivators?

what keeps them up at night?

fears, wants, desires

actual buying behavior

where do they make their
purchases?

how do they pay?

price points of recent
purchases similar to yours

M3 - Message: where the
mission meets the market

place your message where
your market comes to gather
information/develop business
relationships

start the conversation where
they are, not where you want
them to be

translate every feature into
multiple benefits

start with benefits and back
into features

use psychographics to craft
your message

create features to satisfy key
benefits (in info-products)

superior and believable

Concrete + Specific =
Believable

massive superiority

specialize

outstanding service
find what bugs them and solve it

relationships make you
immune to price competition

"new twist"/innovation

affinity claim

all things being equal, people
do business with people they
like and trust

college alumni, religions,
parents of twins

sponsor affinity events, offer
discounts to affinity groups

bold guarantee

specific

the longer the guarantee,
the fewer returns

bend over backwards to leave
people with a good feeling
about you

a few notes

don't bash your competition

massive superiority comes
from solving a problem, not
from being the absolute best
in every single regard

Unique Selling Proposition

"Why should someone do
business with you, as opposed
to all their other options?"

saves time by eliminating
non-buyers

positions you as "choosy"
rather than "desperate"

USP examples

"When it absolutely, positively has
to be there overnight" - Fedex

"I am the financial advisor to
the middle class" - Howard Ruff

"Always low prices" - Wal-Mart

"The milk chocolate melts in your
mouth - not in your hand" - M&Ms

"At sixty miles an hour the loudest
noise in the new Rolls Royce
comes from the electric clock"

USP checklist - does it:

1. address the customer's point of view?

2. relate benefits, and not
process or features?

3. make specific, measurable claims?

4. identify your best customers?

5. sound like you?

6. tell the truth?

7. say something positive, not
putting down the competition?

8. push emotional buttons?

9. make people go, "Wow, how
do you do that?"

USP helpers

1. build rapport by
conversationally relating the
problem faced by your prospects

2. answer the key question -
"What do my customers get as
a result of what I sell?"

ask your customers

ask them

3. "I am the only ____ who
does _____ for ____"

4. "I am the only one people
can get _____ in my industry" the promise only you can make

5. "I help people who ___
(name problem)"

Subtopic

M4 - Medium

how most businesses choose
their media

they do what their competitors are doing

they listen to advertising sales reps

how smart businesses choose media
begin with intelligent guesses

attention
do your prospect read that
paper/listen to that radio ?

exposure

do they read the commercials
in the medium?

10 millions viewers doesn't
equal 10 millions saw your
commercial

action

are they predisposed to take
action at the time they are
exposed to the message?

congruence -
credibility by context

if articles are believable,
advertising will gain
believability

calculate the break-even point
for your investment

specific media for lead
generation

display ad

newspaper

magazine

yellow pages

billboardineffective in terms of action

community event program

classified adgood way to test headlines

electronic ad

ezine

pay per click (PPC)

search engine listing

banner ads

direct mail
letter

post card

joint venture for referrals

newsletter

lead generating offers at
stores and offices

affiliate websites

endorsed letters or emails

event sponsorships

trade show

goal: to collect business cards
from people who want to hear
from you again

M5 - Metrics

Cost Per Lead

how much do you have to get
someone to ask for your lead
gen magnet?

the more people respond, the
lower the CPL

the higher the costs, the
higher the CPL

= total cost/number of leads

Lead Conversion Rate

how many of your leads will
turn into buyers?

= Number of sales/number of leads

Cost per Sale

How much does it cost to
make one single sale?

= CPL/LCS

Average Gross Profit Per Sale
basically subtract the cost of a
product from the full price

Break-even calculationsCPL break-even

= AGPPS x LCR

"how much can I afford to pay per lead?"

2 reasons why you need to know it

reality check before
you start your campaign

you get a customer "for free"

Average Annual Customer Value

how much is that customer
worth in profit over one year

= average gross profit per sale x
average number of sales per customer

Average Annual Value per Lead= Average Annual Conversion Value x LCR

Average Lifetime Customer Value

= Average Annual Customer
Value x Average Number Of
Years you keep a customer

Lifetime value per lead

= Lifetime Customer Value x LCR

"how much you can put into
making it easier for the
prospect to say yes than no"

it will seem exorbitant to
competitors

notes

customer acquisition is the hard part

lead generation without
retention is like jump starting
a car with no gas in it

you will go broke acquiring
customers for more money
than they're worth

ways to cut cost

use a website

self liquidating lead
generation

cover costs by charging
shipping & handling

test small
test headlines in several
classified ads

market first, create second

find joint ventures
the highest leverage

make an offer they can't refuse
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